
 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER POSITION DESCRIPTION  

Position Title Chief Executive Officer Employment Instrument Employment contract 

Award Nil Hours per week  38 with some work outside 

business hours required 

Organisational 

Context 
Founded in 1962, Fairhaven Services Ltd (FSL) is a community leader in the provision of 

services for people living with disability. We offer community participation, day programs, 

employment opportunities, accommodation and living support, as well as a retail precinct. 

The people who join our team actively respect the rights of people living with a disability 

and value their contribution to the workplace and the community. 

Organisational 

Relationships 
Position reports to: FSL Board through the Chair 

Positions supervised by this position: 

 Finance Manager 

 General Manager 

 CoPack and Recreate ADE Manager 

 Residential Manager 

 Community Manager 

 Fundraising Manager 

 Executive Assistant 

Key Relationships/Interactions/Activities 

The CEO works closely with the Board and the Management Team to achieve the strategic 

goals of the organisation and works proactively with key stakeholders such as, government 

agencies, regulators, community groups and auditors to satisfy statutory requirements.  

The CEO is the face of the FSL brand in the community and as such, must be proactive 

working closely with other professional, civic and private organisations to promote FSL and 

its services.  The CEO is responsible for creating a working environment that identifies FSL 

as an employer of choice on the Central Coast and an operating environment that provides 

exceptional service delivery. 

Position Summary The CEO is a leader whose collaborative management style leads the FSL team to satisfy 

the Board driven strategic directions through creating an exceptional operating 

environment that achieves superior service delivery outcomes, growth and sustainability. 

Qualifications and 

Experience 
 Tertiary level qualifications in business administration or a related discipline 

 Demonstrated experience in promoting a leadership style that develops and maintains 

high performance teams 

 Demonstrated experience integrating transparency and integrity into your daily 

working life both internally and externally 

 5 or more years experience in a similar leadership role preferably in a not for profit 

entity 

 Demonstrated experience in  working as CEO in a highly regulatory environment, 

preferably in the area of community and disability services such as NDIS 

 Demonstrated extensive experience working collaboratively with Boards, lead an 

effective team, manage risk and achieve objectives 

 Demonstrated extensive experience in providing best practice strategies that promote 

a good governance framework of rules, relationships, systems and processes 
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 Demonstrated extensive experience in effectively managing risk and resources 

(physical, human and financial) 

 Demonstrated experience inspiring, motivating, providing direction and managing 

performance and development for staff and volunteers 

 Demonstrated experience in creating a fair, flexible innovative and reliable customer 

service while maximising service delivery and engaging with other relevant community 

sectors  

 Demonstrated commitment to the encouragement of independence, community 

participation and equal rights of people living with disabilities, and their carers. 

Personal Qualities  Outcomes based leader who demonstrates a client centric inclusive management style 

and approach 

 Strong work ethic reflecting  integrity, full disclosure, transparency and accountability  

 Self-motivated achiever who is innovative and energetic focussed on providing 

exceptional levels of service within operational and financial constraints 

 focused, flexible and committed business leader  

Required 

Competencies  
 Act with Integrity 

 Communicate effectively in all that you do 

 Drive superior service delivery that is client and customer centric   

 Deliver required results 

 Be accountable in all that you do 

 Effectively and efficiently manage finances 

 Optimise business outcomes 

 Effectively manage reform and change 

Key Responsibility Areas 

Vision, Purpose 

and Values 
 Inspire, develop and promote the required organisational culture through all 

interactions, documentation and communications so that the message conveyed aligns 

with and supports FSL’s vision, purpose and values.  This requires the CEO to: 

o Present with credibility, engage varied audiences and test levels of 

understanding 

o Translate technical and complex information concisely for diverse audiences 

o Create opportunities for others to contribute to discussion and debate 

o Actively listen and encourage others to contribute inputs 

o Adjust style and approach to optimise outcomes  

o Write fluently and persuasively in a range of styles and formats 

Relationships 

 

 Establish effective networks with stakeholder’s roles across other like NFPs and 

regulatory jurisdictions to enable performance benchmarking, monitor industry trends, 

maintain currency and collaborate on common responses to current, emerging and 

future issues. Stakeholders are currently, but not limited to:  

o The FSL Board, Sub-committees and Taskforces 

o Staff and volunteers 

o Clients and their carers 

o General community groups 

o Media 
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o State and Federal Members of Parliament 

o Potential benefactor and fundraising partners 

o Government departments and regulatory bodies 

o National and state community service and disability organisations, area health 

services and other relevant external groups 

o The National Disability Insurance Agency 

o The Australian Charities and Not-for- profits Commission 

 Promote and represent the organisation to a range of stakeholders so that FSL is 

recognised as being a leading provider and co-ordinator of community services in its 

area of operation 

Operational 

Management 
 Work with the Board and management team so that all activities promote the FSL 

Mission through strategic planning and community outreach 

 Communicate effectively with the Board and provide timely and accurate information 

necessary for the Board to make informed decisions 

 Develop and maintain effective systems that facilitate effective management of 

financial resources and provides timely reports on the FSL as a going concern 

 Establish appropriate, reliable and valid indicators, measures and targets for key 

aspects of FSL’s performance, monitor progress and implement appropriate corrective 

action where performance falls outside of agreed parameters 

 Comply with Board and organisational policies and directives 

 Lead growth activities to secure new funding contracts, new strategic partnerships as 

well as implement new projects and innovations in line with the organisation’s strategic 

direction 

 Work with the Board to develop effective risk management policies and procedures are 

identified that recognise legislative requirements and include appropriate business 

continuity programs 

 Develop a range of marketing, fundraising, grants and benevolent options that raise 

FSL’s profile, generate additional budgeted revenue to support operations and growth 

requirements 

 Effectively and efficiently manage FSL’s major assets, information, communication, 

knowledge management, capital purchases and contracts to reduce risk and optimise 

business performance 

 Comply with health and safety obligations under the Work Health and Safety Act, 2011 

No. 10 including setting standards and exercising due diligence so that work health and 

safety risks are minimised and addressed 

 Manage the complaints, compliments and feedback process to achieve timely 

resolution and promote a positive contribution to continuous quality improvement 

Leadership  Develop and maintain an organisational structure and staffing levels that drives culture 

of achievement, fosters on time and on budget quality outcomes in the organisation  

 Define and document all established positions and in consultation with the Board, 

appropriate delegations are established so that staff understand their roles and 

boundaries 
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 Establish systems that identify goals and performance so that all staff are able to 

identify direct connection between their effort and organisational outcomes and 

facilitate recognition and the celebration of success 

 Establish effective systems that identify staff training and development needs so that 

those needs can be satisfied and appropriate succession plans developed 

 Develop an appropriate staff feedback mechanism that encourages feedback and 

provides the basis for future action plans to be enacted 

Financial 

Performance and 

Viability 

 Develop an appropriate fundraising, operating model and budget that with input from 

the management team so that sufficient resources are generated to underpin the 

financial health of the organisation  

 Understand and promote the role of sound financial management and its impact on 

organisational effectiveness with staff so that ownership and accountability are part of 

daily life 

 Develop an appropriate set of monthly management reports that fall out of the 

statutory accounts, meet the needs of Board and of management to manage their 

teams and operations 

 Identify and analyse trends, review data and evaluate business options supporting 

business cases that are financially sound 

 Assess relative cost benefits of direct provision or purchase of services 

 In consultation with the Board, respond to financial and risk management audit 

outcomes, addressing areas of non-compliance 

 

FAIRHAVEN VALUES 

Be real  We bring our true selves to work each day and there is no doubt about who we are 

and what we stand for.   

Have fun  We are relentlessly positive and know that a smile can change someone’s world.  

Work together  We are one Fairhaven on a mission to enrich the lives of others and achieve brilliant 

things together.  

Do your best  Life’s too short to be less than our best – and our best is always good enough.  

Make sure it’s fair  Our shared understanding of fairness and respect help us to work in harmony with 

each other.   

Stand up for others  We have a duty to speak up, the courage to solve the difficult problems and the 

determination to stand up for what’s right.  

Dare to be different  We are in constant pursuit of improvement to get us to the next best version of who 

and what we are.  
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SIGNATURES 

 

_____________________________________ 

 [Name], CEO 

 

_________/_________/_________  

Date 

 

_____________________________________ 

Name Director of FSL Board 

 

_____________________________________ 

Name Director of FSL Board 

 

_________/_________/_________ 

 Date 

 

_________/_________/_________ 

 Date 

 

 

FSL’S KEY COMPETENCIES EXPLAINED BELOW: 

Key Competency Explanation 

Act with integrity 

 

 Champion and act as an advocate for the highest standards of ethical and 
professional behaviour 

 Drive a culture of integrity and professionalism across the organisation, and in 
dealings with all stakeholders 

 Define, communicate and evaluate ethical practices, standards and systems and 
reinforce their use 

 Create and promote a climate in which staff feel able to report apparent 
breaches of rules, policies and guidelines and act promptly and visibly in 
response to such reports 

Communicate 

effectively in all that 

you do and 

drive superior service 

delivery that is client 

and customer centric   

 Present with credibility, engage varied audiences and test levels of understanding 

 Translate technical and complex information concisely for diverse audiences 

 Create opportunities for others to contribute to discussion and debate 

 Actively listen and encourage others to contribute inputs 

 Adjust style and approach to optimise outcomes 

 Write fluently and persuasively in a range of styles and formats 

Deliver required 

results 

 

 Create a culture of achievement, fostering on-time and on-budget quality 
outcomes in the organisation 

 Identify, recognise and celebrate success 

 Establish systems to ensure all staff are able to identify direct connection 
between their effort and organisational outcomes 

 Identify and remove potential barriers or hurdles to ongoing and long term 
achievement of outcomes 

 Initiate and communicate high level priorities for the organisation to achieve 
government outcomes 

 Use own professional knowledge and expertise of others to drive organisational 
and government objectives forward 
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Key Competency Explanation 

Be accountable in all 

that you do 

 

 Direct the development of effective systems for the establishment and 
measurement of accountabilities, and evaluate ongoing effectiveness 

 Promote a culture of accountability with clear line of sight to FSL’s goals 

 Set standards and exercise due diligence to ensure work health and safety risks 
are addressed 

 Inspire a culture which respects the obligation to manage FSL’s monies and other 
resources responsibly and with probity 

 Ensure that legislative and regulatory frameworks are applied consistently and 
effectively across the organisation 

 Direct the development of short and long term risk management frameworks to 
ensure the achievement of government aims and objectives 

Effectively and 

efficiently manage 

finances 

 

 Apply a thorough understanding of recurrent and capital financial terminology, 
policies and processes to planning, forecasting and budget preparation and 
management 

 Identify and analyse trends, review data and evaluate business options to ensure 
business cases are financially sound 

 Assess relative cost benefits of direct provision or purchase of services 

 Understand and promote the role of sound financial management and its impact 
on organisational effectiveness 

 Involve specialist financial advice in review and evaluation of systems and 
processes used to identify opportunities for improvement 

 Respond to financial and risk management audit outcomes, addressing areas of 
non-compliance 

Optimise business 

outcomes 

 

 Align organisational architecture to the organisation’s goals and responds to 
changes over time 

 Engage in strategic workforce planning, and strategic resource utilisation to 
ensure achievement of both the organisation’s aims and goals and government’s 
objectives 

 Align workforce resources and talent with organisational priorities 

Effectively manage 
reform and change 

 

 Clarify purpose and benefits of continuous improvement for staff and provide 
coaching and leadership in always, and in times of uncertainty 

 Assist others to address emerging challenges and risks and generate support for 
change initiatives 

 Translate change initiatives into practical strategies and explain these to staff and 
their role in implementing them 

 Implement structured change management processes to identify and develop 
responses to cultural barriers 

 
 

 


